Force Report Definitions
For the Force Demographics Summary Report:
Total Subjects Involved in PPB Use of Force Incidents
This number indicates the number of subjects who were involved in a force incident with an
officer(s). If a subject was involved in multiple but separate incidents with an officer (s) within
this period, they will be counted for each incident. This number is greater than the number of
incidents reported because multiple subjects could be involved in any one incident. It is smaller
than the number of reports written because more than one officer could be writing reports about
one incident with one subject.
Individual Applications of Force by Gender / Race
These numbers reflect the type of force used on a subject for a single incident. If Subject A was
taken to the ground by Officer A and Officer B helped hold Subject A, Subject A would be
counted in both the “takedown” and “holds” categories. If Subject B was held by both Officer A
and Officer B, Subject B would be counted only once in the “holds” category despite the use of
the same type of force by the two officers.
When the numbers in each category are added together, the total is less than the number of total
reported uses of the same type of force because the specific type of force may be reported to be
used by more than one officer on the same subject during the same incident. Multiple reporting
can occur because multiple officers may report a single use of force or because multiple officers
report multiple uses of the same type of force during a single incident.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pointing Firearm Only:
This number represents the incidents in which officers only pointed a firearm at a subject and did
not use any other type of force. Often, an officer may point his firearm at more than one person
even though there is only one incident. For example, in a high risk traffic stop, each person in
that vehicle is counted as an individual force incident.

